
Applied Statistics 
ATLAS test beam data analysis 

“Statistics is merely a quantisation of common sense”

Troels C. Petersen (NBI)
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REAL (complicated) DATA
This exercise is the closest we’ll come to “a real data analysis” in this course!

It is from the ATLAS test beam setup, used to test the different detectors and 
the associated software before assembling the full ATLAS detector.

However, it could in principle be “anything” - it doesn’t really matter! In all 
essence, it is data with associated questions.

The aim is to classify the particles (or patients, products, promotions, etc.) 
and determine how well this can be done.
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ALTAS test 
beam setup:

The ATLAS test beam setup aimed to test, measure, and optimise the performance 
of the various detector parts and the associated reconstruction software.
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In reality it looked like this!
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How particles interact
In our case, there are only two types of particles: Electrons and pions
Electrons react significantly and thus stop early. Pions do the opposite!
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The ATLAS detector
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The ATLAS test beam data
The data for this analysis was taken at a beam energy of 2 GeV. Single particles (electrons 
or pions) were sent through the detector layers, and for each particle passing into the 
detector slice, the following numbers (among 100s of others!) were recorded:

- Cherenkov counts (1 number). The Cherenkov counter reacts on particles, which 
travels faster than the speed of light IN THAT MEDIUM, thus mostly to electrons.

- Transition Radiation Tracker (2 numbers, both integer). Number of hits for tracking in 
the TRT (first) and number of High Threshold (HT) hits (second) for identifying 
electrons, since these have a higher chance of creating such a HT hit.

- ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter (4 numbers). This type of detector stops electrons, which 
thus tend to deposit their energy AS EARLY as possible. The four numbers correspond to 
the energy deposit (in GeV) in each of the 4 layers of the ATLAS EM calorimeter.

- Hadronic Calorimeter (3 numbers). Much thicker than the EM calorimeter, this detector 
stops all particles except muons with more than 3-4 GeV in energy. Gives no signal, if no 
particle reaches the detector. Electrons hardly ever reach this detector.

- Muon detector (1 number). If a muons passes through, this detector gives a higher 
signal than when not. However, the coverage of the muon detector used was very small, 
and thus only few muons gives a signal. Not really used in the exercise.
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Checking the data
If someone tells you that the raw data “is fine”, then distrust that person!!!

The more “raw” the data, the more inspection and cleaning is needed (recall 
the Table Measurement exercise).

For this reason, but also to get a feel for the data, a sample is printed:



ATLAS test beam data
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ATLAS test beam data
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Variables to be used! 
They are from three 
INDEPENDENT detectors…
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Looking at the data
As with all data, one does not know where to 
start. I suggest that you plot each variable!

Here, it is “Cher”(enkov) shown, and already 
structure is clearly seen. Two types of entries?
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Looking at the data
“EM1” also shows structure, 
indicating two types of entries.
Coincidence or related?
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Looking at the data
Certainly NOT a coincidence!
Clearly, there are two types of
entries in the data.
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Looking at the data
Certainly NOT a coincidence!
Clearly, there are two types of
entries in the data.

Electrons

Pions
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Looking at the data
It looks as if there are two well separated peaks. However, we 
still don’t know to what degree these belongs to (pure) pions 
and electrons. That is what we want to quantify.

Pions? Electrons?
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Looking at the data
How to get pure sample of pions without using calorimeter? 
Select using the independent Cherenkov and TRT detectors.

Worried about impurities? Don’t be too much. Assume 80% of 
pions and 10% of electrons pass selection. With an even number 
of electrons and pions, then two detector yields:

0.8*0.8 / (0.8*0.8 + 0.1*0.1) = 98.5% purity.

Pions? Electrons?
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Questions to the data
Main question: How good are each of the three detectors in question (Cherenkov, 
TRT, and Calorimeter) to distinguish between electrons and pions?

Suggested method: Using purified sample (based on cuts on the two other 
detectors), ask what fraction of electrons and pions passes your electron selection. 
The fraction of electrons, that are not selected as electrons will be your TYPE I 
errors, denoted alpha, while the fraction of pions, that do pass the cut will be your 
TYPE II errors, denoted beta.
Optimise your selection criteria (cuts), and measure the two error rates for each of 
the three detector types and particle types. Each detector should get six numbers:

The electron cut value above which you accept an electron.
• The signal efficiency (i.e. 1-alpha) for electrons of this cut.
• The background fake rate (i.e. beta) for pions of this cut.

The pion cut value below which you accept a pion.
• The efficiency (i.e. 1-alpha) for pions of this cut.
• The fake rate (i.e. beta) for electrons of this cut.

Finally, draw ROC curves for each detector’s selection variable.
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Questions to the data
What does the sample consist of, i.e. number of electrons and pions in the data?

What are your sample purities, and are you able to get a 99.9% pure electron 
sample with 90% selection efficiency based on the TRT and calorimeter alone?
(these are the detectors in ATLAS, while the Cherenkov was for test beam only).

Are the probabilities of HT hits approximately constant and independent for 
electrons and pions? If so, what distribution should the number of HT hits 
follow (for a fixed number of LT hits), and is this really the case both for 
electrons and pions?

Can you combine the four calorimeter energies into a Fisher discriminant?
I.e. can you boost the performance of the calorimeter by using a linear 
combination of the inputs? You might consider providing some ratios instead of 
the raw measurement.

More questions can of course be asked, but this should suffice.



Bonus slides

Event as seen by the TRT detector. The occupancy is near 100%, rendering reconstructing void!
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ATLAS TRT detector
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ATLAS TRT detector
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The ATLAS TRT detector works by measuring the ionisation of charged particles 
passing through. In addition, it can measure Transition Radiation from electrons!

The probability of TR hit (called High-Threshold hit) is about 20-25% for 
electrons, while it is 4-6% for pions. Given 30-35 hits, this gives a difference.



ATLAS TRT detector
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Given a FIXED number of TRT hits, the distribution of HT hits is Binomial (and 
to some approximation Poisson).



ATLAS TRT detector
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Given a FIXED number of TRT hits, the distribution of HT hits is Binomial (and 
to some approximation Poisson).



The NBI ColliderScope
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If you feel, that you’ve seen this light pattern before, then it might be from the 
lights on the facade of NBI (ColliderScope by Skeel, Skrive, Ellegaard & Petersen).



ATLAS EM Calorimeter
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ATLAS EM Calorimeter
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The ATLAS Electro-Magnetic (EM) Calorimeter consists of four non-equal layers 
(left figure), in which electrons produce an EM shower (right figure). This leaves 
energy in each layer, which is characteristic of electrons.

Compared to other particles, electrons tend to leave more energy early on.

Shower across three main calo layers.


